CMiC ENTERPRISE:
CONSTRUCTION ERP
FOR GROWTH

CMiC ENTERPRISE
The Complete Solution

FINANCIALS
• BUDGETING
• GENERAL LEDGER
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
• ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

As they take on a growing number of
projects—and try to keep them running on
budget and on schedule—construction and
capital projects firms depend on much
greater cost and pricing transparency.
CMiC Enterprise delivers total visibility of
real time data in complex environments
with shifting cost structures—a single and
persistent version of truth, from the back
office to field operations.
Built on a single database platform, CMiC
Enterprise includes a complete set of
unified capabilities: financial controls to
enforce rules and achieve compliance with
fiscal best practices and project
specifications; human capital management to realize the potential of your staff;
asset management to deliver visibility into
asset cost-to-performance ratios;
corporate risk management to ensure
regulatory compliance; project controls &
delivery to maximize the profitability of
every job; enterprise planning to optimize
resources, opportunities and schedules;
and ECM to take control of your workflows,
content assets and analytics.
To match a broad spectrum of IT infrastructures, rollout timeframes and budgets,
CMiC Enterprise can be deployed as an
on-premise platform, as a service
(PaaS) or as part of
a multi-tenanted
Cloud environment.
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HUMAN CAPITAL MGMT
• PAYROLL MGMT.
• HUMAN RESOURCES
• EMPLOYEE SELF-SERVICE
(TIME & EXPENSE TRACKING)

ASSET MGMT
• PROCUREMENT
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• EQUIPMENT MGMT.
• PREVENTIVE MAINT.
• WORK ORDER MGMT.
• MATERIALS MGMT.

PROJECT CONTROLS
• JOB COSTING
• JOB BILLING
• CHANGE MGMT.
• SUBCONTRATOR MGMT.

CMiC FIELD + MOBILE

The Field Solution for the Unified Enterprise

PROJECT
MGMT (Admin)

ENTERPRISE
CONTENT MGMT

ENTERPRISE
PLANNING
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A SINGLE SOURCE
OF TRUTH
It is essential for construction
firms to unify functional silos
and manage their total
business, from accounting and
budgeting to project delivery
and resource management.

A truly strategic enterprise solution won’t just enable your employees to work efficiently in the
back office and in the field. It will also set the stage for future growth and expansion—at little
to no added overhead cost—by leveraging the same platform for financial controls, resource &
asset management and project delivery.
The benefits of an enterprise-level, single database platform extend beyond data conflicts. A
system that captures and organizes data from every department in the same way allows your
leadership team to draw richer insights from all data—in real time.
When your team can successfully complete critical business functions as the number of
projects expands, your organization can grow without the traditional burdens of scale.
Having more data doesn’t slow down your ability to analyze it; it only makes your data more
robust and your analyses more insightful.
Ask an expert and determine your solution today!
CMiC delivers the most comprehensive and advanced enterprise and field operations solutions for construction
and capital projects companies. CMiC’s powerful software transforms how firms optimize productivity, minimize
risk and drive growth by planning and managing all financials, projects, resources, and content assets—all from
a single database platform.
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TALK TO AN EXPERT TODAY!
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